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Abstract: The title co-crystal, 1,3,5,7-tetraazatricyclo[3.3.1.13,7]decane (HMTA, 1)–4-fluorophenol
(4-FP) (1/1), C6H12N4·C6H5FO, shows an unusual asymmetric unit that comprises eight independent
molecules (Z′′ = 8), four for each component, with four formula units per asymmetric unit (Z′ = 4).
In the molecular packing, each HMTA molecule bridges one 4-FP molecule via an O−H···N hydrogen
bond to form a two-molecule aggregate. Differences can be observed between the bond lengths and
angles of the independent HMTA and 4-FP molecules and those of the molecules in the aggregate.
The C−N bonds exhibit different bond lengths in the tetrahedral cage-like structure of the HMTA
molecules, but the largest differences between the molecular aggregates are in the bond lengths in
the 4-fluorophenol ring. In the crystal, the HMTA and 4-FP molecules form two hydrogen-bonded
(O−H···N, C−H···F and C−H···O) dimers of HMTA and 4-FP molecules, A···D and B···C inversion
dimers, which generate enlarged R8

8(34) ring motifs in both supramolecular structures. In both
structures, the crystal packing also features additional C−H···F and C−H···O interactions. The A···D
and B···C dimers are linked by additional C−H···F and C−H···O hydrogen bonds, forming columns
along the a and b axes, respectively. The importance of the C−H···F interaction to the structure and
crystal packing has been demonstrated.

Keywords: crystal structure; urotropine; hydrogen bonding; halogen bonding; C−H···F;
mechanochemistry

1. Introduction

Complexes of phenols with various nitrogen bases are model systems often used to study the
nature of the hydrogen bond [1]. The hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl group of acidic species
and nitrogen atom of heterocycles has been proven to be a useful and powerful organizing force for
the formation of supramolecules [2]. This is a continuation of our previous studies on complexes of
phenols with hexamethylenetetramine (1, HMTA, Scheme 1), a highly symmetrical molecular scaffold
that is attractive due to the presence of four equivalent hydrogen-bond-accepting nitrogen atoms.
The hydrogen bonding interactions of hexamethylenetetramine with different types of phenols are
interesting, and very few of them have been studied in detail [3]. On the other hand, only seven entries
in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) include 4-fluorophenol [4]. In this paper, we report the
discovery of a new -HMTA:4-fluorophenol co-crystal by mechanochemical grinding. The title structure
is the first example of a co-crystal of hexamethylenetetramine with 4-fluorophenol.
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Of the various interactions involving halogen atoms, those involving fluorine, the C−H···F
hydrogen bonds and F···F interactions, are especially interesting due to the C−H···F structure, which is
weak, soft, and flexible, tends to participate in many interactions, and hence, this structural feature
reflects in the formation of altered packing motifs due to its substantial effect on the conformation
of the molecules [5]. Although still speculative, the recent literature has highlighted the significant
role of these weak interactions in crystal packing [6], and a recent investigation established that weak
C−H···F−C intermolecular H-bonds were responsible for supramolecular recognition [7]. Of further
significance was the fact that these were highly directional interactions that contributed towards the
stability of the crystal packing. Single-crystal X-ray analysis of the title compound indicated that the
asymmetric unit of the co-crystal, which crystallizes in the triclinic space group P-1, consists of four
molecular aggregates, A, B, C, and D (Z′ = 4) (Figure 1) and eight independent molecules (Z′′ = 8).
The number of molecules (or formula units) in the unit cell is referred to as Z, and the number of
symmetry-independent molecules in a crystal structure is referred to as Z′. Formally, Z′ is defined as
the number of formula units in the crystallographic unit cell divided by the number of independent
general positions. Over the past few years, there has been growing interest in crystal structures that
contain multiple molecules in the asymmetric unit (Z′ > 1) [8]. Crystal structures with Z′ > 1 represent
a possible solution to the problem of packing molecules in three dimensions. This phenomenon was
comprehensively reviewed in 2015 by Steed and Steed [9], and readers are referred to the Steeds’ review
for more details. The factors that influence the formation of Z′ >1 crystals are unique molecular shapes,
small and rigid molecules, enantiopure compounds, strongly directional intermolecular interactions,
crystallization factors, solution-phase aggregation, supersaturation and temperature [10]. Additionally,
van Eijck et al. referred to Z” as the total number of chemical entities (independent molecules or ions)
in the asymmetric unit [11].

Notably, the structural chemistry aspects of fluorinated organic molecules have been a popular topic
in contemporary research because fluorinated organic molecules are broadly applicable in the synthesis
of drugs, pharmaceutical products (importantly, fluorine atoms can enhance the pharmacological
properties of drugs), and agrochemicals [12].
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Scheme 1. Structure of 1,3,5,7-tetraazatricyclo[3.3.1.13,7]decane (HMTA, 1). 

2. Materials and Methods 

All reagents were obtained from commercial sources and used without further purification. The 
melting points were determined with an electrothermal apparatus (Cole-Parmer Lab Apparatus, 
Stone, Staffordshire, England) using open capillary tubes and are uncorrected. Crystals suitable for 
X-ray diffraction were obtained from MeOH (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) upon the slow 
evaporation of the solvent at room temperature. 

2.1. Preparation of HMTA-4FP Co-Crystals 

1,3,5,7-Tetraazatricyclo[3.3.1.13,7]decane (HMTA,1) (0.140 g, 1 mmol) (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany) and 4-fluorophenol (0.112 g, 1 mmol) (Sigma-Aldrich, San Luis, USA) in a 1:1 
stoichiometric ratio were mixed neat and ground manually using an agate mortar and pestle for 
approximately 15 min. At regular intervals, samples were taken and analysed (TLC). After grinding, 
crystallization was carried out in 10 mL glass vials in a mixture of chloroform (Merck KGaA, 
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2. Materials and Methods

All reagents were obtained from commercial sources and used without further purification.
The melting points were determined with an electrothermal apparatus (Cole-Parmer Lab Apparatus,
Stone, Staffordshire, England) using open capillary tubes and are uncorrected. Crystals suitable for
X-ray diffraction were obtained from MeOH (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) upon the slow
evaporation of the solvent at room temperature.

2.1. Preparation of HMTA-4FP Co-Crystals

1,3,5,7-Tetraazatricyclo[3.3.1.13,7]decane (HMTA,1) (0.140 g, 1 mmol) (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany) and 4-fluorophenol (0.112 g, 1 mmol) (Sigma-Aldrich, San Luis, USA) in a 1:1 stoichiometric
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ratio were mixed neat and ground manually using an agate mortar and pestle for approximately
15 min. At regular intervals, samples were taken and analysed (TLC). After grinding, crystallization
was carried out in 10 mL glass vials in a mixture of chloroform (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany)
and methanol (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were
obtained in ca. 3 days upon slow evaporation under ambient conditions. Yield: 73%; m. p. = 396 K.

2.2. X-ray Analysis

The X-ray diffraction data were collected on a STOE IPDS II two-circle-diffractometer (STOE
& Cie GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) equipped with MoKα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) at 173(2) K in
ω scan mode. Unit cell refinement was conducted using X-Area software (Stoe & Cie, Darmstadt,
Germany) [13]. The structure was solved by direct methods using SHELX-2016/6 [14]. For structural
refinement [14], the nonhydrogen atoms were treated anisotropically, the hydrogen atoms bound to
O were refined isotropically, and the remaining H atoms were treated as riding. Crystallographic
data were deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC). Copies of the data can
be obtained free of charge upon application to the CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 IEZ, UK.
Fax: +44-(0)1223-336033 or e-mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk. The CCDC deposition number is 1949826.
Selected crystallographic data and details concerning data collection and structure refinement are
given in Table 1.

Table 1. Crystal data and structure refinement for HMTA-4-FP 1:1 co-crystal.

CCDC No. 1949826

Empirical formula C6H12N4·C6H5FO

Formula weight 252.29

Temperature 173(2) K

Crystal system triclinic

Space group P1

Unit cell dimensions

a = 10.1873(10) Å, α = 96.068(7)◦

b = 10.2048(9) Å, β = 96.058(8)◦

c = 23.554(2) Å, γ = 90.179(8)◦

Volume 2421.1(4)Å3

Z 8

Calculated density 1.384 g/cm3

Absorption coefficient 0.10 mm−1

F(000) 1072

Crystal size mm3 0.28 × 0.27 × 0.27

θmin/θmax/o 1.8/25.0

Limiting indices −12 ≤ h ≤ 12, −12 ≤ k ≤ 12, −28 ≤ l ≤ 28

Reflections collected 8402

Independent reflections 8402

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2

Data/restraints/parameters 8402/0/657

Goodness of fit on F2 1.941

R1/wR2[I > 2σ(I)] 0.1076/0.2724

R1/wR2(all data) 0.1442/0.2931

Largest diff. peak and hole/e.Å−1 0.580 /−0.482
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3. Results and Discussion

Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction

X-ray crystallography reveals the title co-crystal to comprise 1,3,5,7-tetraazatricyclo[3.3.1.13,7]
decane (HMTA, 1) and 4-fluorophenol (4-FP) in the ratio 1:1, but with four crystallographically
nonequivalent HMTA molecules and four crystallographically nonequivalent 4-FP molecules in the
asymmetric unit (Figure 1). Thus, the co-crystal crystallizes in the triclinic space group P-1 with
four molecular aggregates in the asymmetric unit (Z′ = 4), viz. aggregates A, B, C and D; and eight
independent molecules (Z′′ = 8). Contrary to other structures with Z′ > 1, no appreciable differences
between the conformations of the four symmetrically independent co-crystals can be observed.

The molecular structure of the four crystallographically independent two-molecule aggregates
forming the asymmetric unit of the crystal structure of the title compound is shown in Figure 1.
Molecular aggregates B−D all have a 1:1 ratio, and all have N···H−O−hydrogen bonds between the two
species but differ in their structural parameters and crystal packing, as described below. Although the
4-FP:HMTA adduct is a 1:1 two-molecule aggregate of a phenol and HMTA, similar to the co-crystal
of 2,4,6-trinitrophenol and 4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzaldehyde with a hydrogen-bonded co-crystal
involving monodonor molecules and using one N atom in the molecule of HMTA [15], the title
compound is the first case that crystallizes with more of one molecule in the asymmetric unit, which is
an intriguing structural parameter indicated by the X-ray diffraction studies.
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Figure 1. Perspective view of the asymmetric unit of the title compound. H atoms not involved
in hydrogen bonds are omitted for clarity. The displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 30%
probability level.

To a first approximation, the structure of A resembles those of B−D. However, although the HMTA
molecules are structurally rigid due to the absence of conformational flexibility, we observed that the
molecules are crystallographically nonequivalent due to differences in the C-N bond lengths. This is
evidenced by the differences in lengths of the C−N bonds around the nitrogen atoms involved in the
hydrogen bonds with the 4-FP molecules, hereafter referred to as α bonds, which range from 1.476(9)
to 1.493(10) Å, 1.462(10) to 1.500(10) Å, 1.442(10) to 1.504(10) Å and 1.468(10) to 1.504(10) Å for the
A–D HMTA molecules. The lengths of these bonds (except for the α3 bond in C, Table 2), are relatively
longer on average than those of HMTA itself (1.462(5) Å) [16]. In addition, adjacent C−N bonds
(referred to as β) are generally shorter relative to HMTA, ranging from 1.445(10) to 1.456(10) Å, 1.452(10)
to 1.469(10) Å, 1.443(11) to 1.494(10) Å and 1.431(10) to 1.481(10) Å for the A−D HMTA molecules,
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which is consistent with an anomeric effect [17]. However, comparing the bond lengths observed
for A−D to those of previous studies reported in the literature for the O−H···N hydrogen-bonded
aggregate of HMTA with hydroxybenzoic acid [17], we found that not all the β bonds are shorter than
the corresponding α bonds and the bond in HMTA, for example, α2 and β2 in B, β3 and β3 in C and
β1 and β2 in D (Table 2). However, the most significant differences in the N−C bond lengths within the
four HMTA molecules appear at the other six N−C bonds involving the carbon atoms attached to two
different nitrogen atoms (excluding N1), named γ bonds. The γ6 in D and γ3 and γ5 bonds in C are
significantly shorter than the N−C bonds of the uncomplexed HMTA or those of the 1:1 hydroxybenzoic
acid adduct (1.460(2) to 1.480(6)) [17]. On the other hand, the γ4 and γ5 bonds in D are longer than
those in the 1:1 hydroxybenzoic acid adduct. The average values of all N−C bond lengths in the HMTA
moiety are 1.469, 1.469, 1.466 and 1.473 Å for A, B, C and D, respectively. Despite these variations,
the intra-ring bond angles in the HMTA rings of the four aggregates are not very different, with average
values of the C−N−C bond angles of 108.0◦, 107.7◦, 107.8◦ and 108.0◦ for the A, B, C and D units of
HMTA, respectively, and N−C−N bond angles of 112.3◦, 112.7◦, 112.6◦ and 112.4◦, respectively. In the
same way, and similar to the 1:1 co-crystal of HMTA with 4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzaldehyde [18],
the puckering parameters [19] for the four six-membered N−C−N−C−N−C rings of each HMTA
molecule span an experimentally equivalent range, with a mean deviation of all atoms from their
mean-ring planes of 0.236 for A and D and 0.235 for B and C. The abovementioned ring puckering data
indicate that the bond-length variations do not alter the intra-ring angles and the tetrahedral cage-like
structure in the four HMTA molecules.

Table 2. Selected bond lengths and angles for HMTA:4-FP 1:1 adduct [distances in Å and bond angles
and torsion angles in degrees].
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F1—C14 1.395(8) 1.366(8) 1.360(8) 1.378(8) 1.361 b; 1.3406 c

O1—C11 1.372(9) 1.372(9) 1.359(9) 1.358(9) 1.380 b; 1.3651 c

C13—C14 1.383(10) 1.378(10) 1.385(10) 1.361(10) 1.365, 1.368 b; 1.3864, 1.3890 c
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C12—C13 1.417(10) 1.387(10) 1.393(10) 1.398(10) 1.379 b; 1.3958 c
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However, the bond lengths in the four 4-fluorophenol rings are different. For example, the F−C
bond lengths for the A and D 4-fluorophenol molecules, 1.395(8) and 1.378(8)Å, respectively, are
relatively longer than the equivalent bonds in B and C and those of 4-fluorophenol (1.361 Å) [20].
This is also seen in the greater disparity in the associated C13−C14 and C14−C15 bond lengths (Table 2).
We also observed that these bonds are relatively longer than those of 4-FP (1.365 and 1.368 Å) [20,21].
Additionally, an inspection of the other C−C bond lengths, as seen in Table 2 for 4-FP molecules, shows
that there is a slight asymmetry in the electronic distribution around the aromatic ring of the 4-FP
molecules. For example, C12−C13 and C15−C16 are slightly elongated in comparison to 4-FP [20,21].
Furthermore, the marked discrepancy between C13−C14 and C14−C15 with respect to the C12−C13
and C15−C16 distances, with the later being significantly longer in all cases, reflects a decrease in the
contribution of the quinoid-type structure in the 4-FP rings [21]. This is consistent with an increase
in the σ-electron-withdrawing (inductive) effect of the fluorine substituent on the four independent
molecules of 4-FP [21].

Although 4-fluorophenol is supposed to form intermolecular C−H···F hydrogen bonds, it is well
known that the formation of these intermolecular hydrogen bonds with fluorine as an acceptor is
possible in environments shielded from water and with no competing hydrogen-bond acceptors [22,23].
However, similar to C−H···O hydrogen bonds [24,25], the stabilization energy of the C−H···F interactions
(< 5 kcal/mol) [26] in the crystal lattice can compete with conformational forces and are responsible for
the other structural changes in small molecules. In these cases, the close C−H···F contacts could play
an important role in crystal packing [12,22,27–30].

As indicated in PLATON [31], the crystal structure features four O−H···N hydrogen bonds
(Table 3). These bonds occur such that each molecule of HMTA links one 4-FP molecule to form
four two-molecule aggregates, as illustrated in Figure 1. These aggregates are connected into
a three-dimensional architecture by a large number of C−H···X interactions (X = F, O and N).

Table 3. Hydrogen bonds in the co-crystal [Å and ◦].

D-H···A d(D-H) d(H···A) d(D···A) <(DHA)

O(1A)-H(1A)···N(1A) 0.84 1.98 2.741 (8) 151
O(1B)-H(1B)···N(1B) 0.84 1.92 2.740 (8) 166
O(1C)-H(1C)···N(1C) 0.84 1.93 2.756 (8) 169
O(1D)-H(1D)···N(1D) 0.84 1.94 2.739 (8) 158

C(5B)-H(5B1)···O(1C)#1 0.99 2.54 3.505(10) 166
C(5A)-H(5A1)···O(1D)#1 0.99 2.56 3.521(10) 164
C(4C)-H(4C1)···O(1B)#2 0.99 2.59 3.567(11) 168
C(3D)-H(3D2)···O(1A)#3 0.99 2.56 3.529(10) 167
C(1D)-H(1D1)···F(1A) #4 0.99 2.41 3.200(10) 136
C(3A)-H(3A2)···F(1D) #5 0.99 2.40 3.199(9) 137
C(12D)-H(12D)···F(1A) #6 0.95 2.55 3.190(8) 125

C(12C)-H(2C2)···F(1B) 0.99 2.45 3.219(9) 134
C(4B)-H(4B2)···F(1C) #7 0.99 2.45 3.224(9) 135

C(4A)-H(4A1)···N(2C) #6 0.99 2.62 3.589(10) 165

Symmetry codes: #1 −x + 1, −y, −z + 1; #2 −x, −y, −z+1; #3 −x + 1, −y + 1, −z + 1; #4 x+1, y, z+1; #5 x, y, z−1; #6 −x,
−y+1, −z+1; #7 x, y−1, z.

In the crystal, the two-molecule aggregates A and D are linked via a pair of C−H···F and
C−H···O hydrogen bonds forming an inversion dimers with enlarged R8

8(34) ring motifs (named
A–D). Similar interactions between B and C aggregates forming a second R8

8(34) ring motifs
(named B–C). For example, for A–D supramolecular synthons, pairs of C(1D)−H(1D1)···F(1A)
and C(5A)−H(5A1)···O(1D) interactions operate in conjunction with O(1A)−H(1A)···N(1A) and
O(1D)−H(1D)···N(1D) hydrogen bonds to close a thirty-four-membered synthon (Figure 2). These
inversion dimers are connected into chains propagating along the a axis by two additional C−H···F
interactions, (C(3A)−H(3A2)···F(1D) and C(12D)−H(12D)···F(1A)) and one C(3D)−H(3D2)···O(1A)
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hydrogen bond (Figure 3). The chains are reinforced by aromatic π···π stacking [Cg29···Cg29 = 4.029(4)
Å and Cg32···Cg32 = 4.037(4) Å; Cg29 and Cg32 are the centroids of the C11A−C16A and C11D–C16D
rings, respectively] (Figure 4).Crystals 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 11 
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Although in principle, symmetry-independent molecules must have different supramolecular
networking, the hydrogen-bonding pattern in the B−C inversion dimer is similar to that observed in the
A−D inversion dimer, but with different geometric parameters (Table 3). Unlike in the A−D inversion
dimer, each fluorine atom has only one contact with a hydrogen atom, while in the A−D dimer, F1 is in
contact with two hydrogen atoms (Table 3). There are two C−H···F and two C−H···O hydrogen bonds
that are slightly longer than those in the crystal structure of the A−D inversion dimer and form columns
in the R8

8(34) inversion dimer with different orientations along the b axis (Figure 5), which is also
controlled by weak aromatic π···π stacking interactions [centroid–centroid separations = 4.025(4) and
4.037(4) Å]. Furthermore, both columns are linked by a weak hydrogen bond (C(4A)-H(4A1)···N(2C),
Table 3) that contributes to the crystal packing, forming a three-dimensional structure.
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The most prominent feature of the molecular packing in the crystal of the title 1:1 adduct is the
formation of the four two-molecule aggregates with different structural parameters (F−C, N−C, O−C
and C−C bond lengths, Table 2) and different hydrogen bonds with geometric parameters (Table 3).
In fact, although the hydrogen-bonding patterns are almost identical, there are differences in the
donor–acceptor distances, which range from 3.567(11) to 3.505(10) Å for C−H···O hydrogen bonds and
3.190(8) to 3.224(9) Å for C−H···F hydrogen bonds. Thus, one might expect any C−H···O and C−H···F
contacts to be different for the four two-molecule aggregates. However, the C···F distances are only
0.02 and 0.03 Å longer than the sum of the van der Waals radii (F = 1.47 Å, C = 1.70 Å) [32] for the
A and D two-molecule aggregate, while the interactions in B and C are 0.05 Å longer. On the other
hand, the four C−H···O hydrogen bonds are longer than the sum of the van der Waals radii (O = 1.52
Å, C = 1.70 Å) [32] by 0.31, 0.35, 0.28 and 0.25 Å (Table 3). Based on their lengths, these are presumably
significantly weaker than the C−H···F hydrogen bonds.

Compared to the F−C bond length of 1.361 Å in 4-fluorophenol, as stated before, we believe that
the intermolecular C−H···F−C hydrogen bonding interaction is the key to the observed structural
changes, especially the observation of these elongated F−C bonds, which include the F1A−C14A,
F1C−C14C, F1A−C14A, and F1D−C14D bonds. The plot of F−C bond length versus C···F distance is
shown in Figure 6. The F−C bond length almost linearly increases with decreasing donor–acceptor
distance (C···F distance). The presence of two C−H···F hydrogen bond interactions in F1 made the F−C
distance notably longer. Thus, the F1A atom is distinct from the F1(B–D) atoms based on the number
of interactions it forms.
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In conclusion, we have shown that the addition of one fluorine atom at the para position on
the phenolic ring has influence in the generation of supramolecular assemblies in HMTA-phenol
adducts. The altered packing modes due to the nature of the interactions, such as the different weak
intermolecular C−H···F−C hydrogen bonds, influence the crystal structure of this co-crystal. Unlike
what is typical for structures with Z′ > 1, no appreciable differences between the conformations of the
four symmetrically independent co-crystals could be observed.
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